He Loves Me!
Rotary Cut Appliqué
Supply List
Class Description: This class features fused appliqué shapes. We will concentrate on cutting techniques and fusing. All levels welcome if you are a confident rotary cutter! Stitching
time is not included in class, although we will discuss stitching. You can work from your
stash or purchase the fabric kit that has all the fabric and fusible needed for the quilt top and
binding.
Required Supplies:



4 piece Set of Hearts and More templates



28mm rotary cutter with a brand new blade



Rotating cutting mat or standard cutting mat



Iron and ironing surface



Grace TrueGrips



Standard class supplies: pencil, notebook, scissors, straight edge acrylic ruler,
camera (optional).

Fabrics used in class: Kits are available, Gray background and
borders similar to the quilt shown.


13” x WOF background (Gray solid, included in kit) cut into three 12” squares

The following fabrics are for fusible appliqué. Please come with all appliqué fabrics
pre-fused to make the most of class time. Do not use Steam a Seam II, Mistyfuse is
preferred. Watch the video to learn how to fuse with Mistyfuse at
https://suepellanddesigns.com/instructions/videos/rotary-cut-appliqu-with-leaves-galoretemplates-video-1-of-5-applying-mistyfuse


Three 12” squares (red, included in kit) for hearts



1/8 yard (white, included in kit) for flower petals



8” x 2” green for flower stems (will come precut in the kit)



2” x 7” yellow for flower centers (included in kit)

These fabrics are used for construction of the quilt and will not be used during class.


½ yard sashing fabric (gray print, included in kit)



1/8 yard inside border, (red print , included in kit)



¼ yard outside border (gray print, included in kit)



eight 2” x 2” square scraps for corner stones (red, same as hearts, included in kit)



1/3 yard binding (gray print, included in kit)



1 1/4 yards backing (30 x 52” square, not included in fabric kit)



batting (30” x 52”, not included in fabric kit)
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